
Onboarding the kids on the Scratch 
Platform

Creating/uploading/sharing new 
projects. Students can imagine 
possibilities of scratch-based 
computational creations

Introduction to Scratch by viewing a 
collection of sample projects

Basics of Scratch: Choosing a 
background, sprite etc

First hands on experience on Scratch Creating an entire animation using a 
sprite

Introduction to sequential 
programming in Scratch. Use the 
Block Motion to introduce the 
concept of sequence in Scratch 

Understanding the concept Sequence 
using the Sprite(Character) and Block 
Motion in Scratch

Get Fluent on the use of "Motion" 
Block

Understanding the concept Sequence 
using the Sprite(Character) and make a 
small game using the Motion Block 

Make a Project Using Motion Block in 
Scratch
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SESSION DESCRIPTION OF SESSION OBJECTIVES
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Use of Block Look and Motion

Help the students to get fluent and 
develop more idea on different 
concepts .Kids will create their 
own musical group by pairing 
sprites with sounds to make 
interactive instruments

Introduction of the "Costume Tag"
How to design your own costume in 
Scratch. Change the costumes of Sprite, 
Design your own costume

Help to get fluent on the use of Block 
Motion

Kids will make a Snake Game in Scratch. 
Using the block Motion

Introduction of "Look" Block in 
Scratch

Kids will work on blocks like say, think, 
switch costume and switch backdrop

Students will be introduced to the 
Block Sound in Scratch

Kids will develop a racing Car Game with 
their favourite sprite in Scratch using the 
block Sound

Get more fluent on "Look" block

Understanding different tags like 
changing color, setting the color, hiding 
and showing the sprite. Make a small 
project using this

13 Developing Collect the garbage game. 
Use the sound block

Kids will develop a Collect a Garbage 
game with their favourite sprite in 
Scratch using the block Sound

14  Use of Look and Motion

Make a project where sprite will sing/ 
dance/ can change their costumes. Kids 
will make the sprite dance on their 
favourite song and wear the kids 
favourite color costumes

15 Assessment on the concepts learnt 
till now

Students will make a project which will 
be told by mentor

16 Introduction to the Block "Sound" in 
Scratch

Learn how to upload and record different 
sounds in scratch. Use different sound 
effects with Sprite in Scratch

17 Get more fluent on "Sound" block 
Develop a racing Car Game with their 
favourite sprite in Scratch using the 
block Sound

18 Project using "Look/ Motion/ Sound 
Block"
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Develop fluency of Block Control. 
Use of other commands in Control 
Block like "If-then", "Wait Until", 
"Repear Until"

Use of "Event Block" in Scratch Learn to  use green flag clicked, space 
pressed, when sprite clicked

Develop greater fluency with 
concepts (i.e. conditionals, operators)

Get more fluent on "Event" block
Work with the blocks like broadcast, 
receiving messages and loudness. Make 
a small game using all the above blocks

Teaching Geometry and Informatics 
using Control Block in Scratch

24 Develop greater fluency on concepts 
(i.e. parallelism, events)

Understand what events are and getting 
more idea on parallelism and how it 
works in Scratch. Make a game with 
entire theme with 2-3 different 
characters talking to each other while 
using the blocks of say, wait, don't speak 
etc. Change the background of the room 
according to the conversation
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Assessment on the concepts learnt 
till now

Introduction of Block Control. 
Introduce commands like repeat loop, 
forever loop

Developing a puzzle using Control Block 
and learn commands like forever and 
repeat

Help to get fluent on the use of 
"Control" Block

Use of Control Block

Develop a puzzle using Control Block 
and learn commands like if and else 
and using if and else command in the 
puzzle

More fluency on Control Block
Develop a puzzle using Control Block 
and learn commands wait until, repeat 
until, stop
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SCRATCH CURRICULUM (GRADES 3 - 5)
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Introuction of Variable Block

Building a Small Game using Look, 
Motion, Sound, Control Block

Develop a Cat and Mouse Game. (Cat 
Chasing Mouse) using all the above 
blocks Motion, Look, Sound, Control and 
Event

Help to get fluent on the use of 
"Variable" Block

Use of Sensing Block Learn Touching and Asking Commands

More fluency on Sensing Block
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Building a Small Game using Look, 
Motion, Sound, Control Block

Developing a Snake Game using all the 
above blocks Motion, Look, Sound, 
Control, Event Block

Build a Game using All the above 
blocks

Develop a maze game using all the 
above Blocks in Scratch
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Use of Operator Block Basic Arithmetic Operation like 
Addition/ Subtraction/ >,<,= etc

Use of Operator Block

More fluency on "Operators" Block Learn different blocks like Join 
Operator, contains/ mod/ round

Building a Project using above blocks Space Game will be made using the 
astronauts flying 

Use of Variable Block
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Use of All Look, Motion, Control 
Block

Jumping and Gravity Concept Learn to  use green flag clicked, space 
pressed, when sprite clicked

Kids will be working on blocks like set 
variables, change variable, show and 
hide variable
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Use "My block"

Project
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48 Self Made Project

Understanding more of "Motion" Block. 
Making a Sprite(character) Jump/ 
Move/ Fly

Help the students to get fluent and 
develop more idea on different concepts. 
Create their own musical group by 
pairing sprites with sounds to make 
interactive instruments

Working on different blocks like, key 
pressed, set timer and mouse

Help the students to get fluent and 
develop more idea on different concepts. 
Kids will create their own musical group 
by pairing sprites with sounds to make 
interactive instruments

Learning different blocks like And/ Or 
 / not

Kids will be building their own blocks 
like for jumping, switching costumes, 
and etc

Self Made Project

Self Made Project


